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ABSTRACT 
Sharing computational resources to provide a single utility is called as cloud computing. The local servers are involved in the cloud 
computing technique. To implement the parallel processing framework, Apache Hadoop is being used. Google’s map reduce is used 
to implement the same. Hadoop is successful in hiding the details that runs in the background of the parallel processing, data 
dividing to various nodes, rescheduling the failed tasks and assimilation of the results after process completion. In this paper, we 
are designing a new protocol which can utilize the resources in the cluster with utmost utility. The current strategy that is being 
proposed is to divide the resource among all the tasks that are running. We split the resource to split one job at a time, to avoid the 
wastage of the resources in the environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Amazon, Facebook, AOL, Yahoo are running application clusters in their organizations. Hadoop [1] is the 
tool on which they are highly dependent. The services from different users are targeted by the patterns in which 
the application is being analyzed. There is a distributed file system called the Google files provides trustable 
data transfer. In chunks of 64 GB modules, files are divided and stored. They are either over written or shrunk. 
The map reduce [2] is used to process the data across the system for large scale clustering and data management. 
Google proposed it with the intention of handling large web search applications. The machine learning, data 
mining and search in data centers are made effective by this method. The advantages are to allow the 
programmers from scheduling, partitioning and development of the applications they are into. 
 We implement a protocol that uses the resources efficiently, which can achieve the response time shortly as 
well. We make use of size-based preemption scheduling. The allocation of the resources are done when the job 
is about to be completed in the queue. The virtual time based scheduling decisions are used which focuses on 
the jobs based on their priority. Both small and large jobs are thus allocated with resources without being 
neglected. Full-fledged scheduler implementation is what we propose. HFSP is the proposed method which can 
integrate without breaks in Hadoop. By giving priority to small jobs, size based scheduling prevents the large 
ones from taking more time to compute. The SRPT (Shortest Remaining Process Time) is used to prioritize job 
which needs less work needed to be complete. The sojourn time minimizes the response time between job start 
and end. We are extending HFSP to pause jobs with SRPT and to allow waiting jobs in Queue based on FCFS. 
 
Scheduling In Hadoop: 
A. Default FIFO Scheduler: 
 The normal Hadoop scheduler [3] makes use of FIFO.  The individual tasks are loaded to the queue and are 
run once the slot is available on the task tracker node. The priority for jobs are available but they are not turned 
on by default. The whole cluster can be chose by the jobs to be ran. 
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B. Capacity Scheduler:  
 Where there are large number of users, there needs shared allocation of resources. To empower that Yahoo 
introduced capacity schedulers which are used to configure Map deduce slots. 
 
C. Delay Scheduling:  
 Fair resources are shared among the users. The problems while sharing are sticky slots and head of line 
scheduling. The small jobs will see a lot of problems. The jobs with small input files and small number of data 
blocks to accomplish are the small jobs. The node becomes free once the head of list is attained irrespective of 
which job is on. The data on the node may not be present if the job is too small. 
 
Existing Method: 
 In existing lot of scheduling methods are available. A critical certainty that rises up out of past works is that 
there exists a stringent requirement for short framework reaction times. Numerous operations, for example, 
information investigation, preparatory examinations, and calculation tuning, regularly include intuitiveness, in 
the feeling that there is a human on the up and up looking for answers with an experimentation process. 
Moreover, work process schedulers. As of now, there are predominantly two distinct techniques.  
 The primary methodology is to part the group assets just as among all the running employments.  
 The second technique is to serve one employment at once, in this manner maintaining a strategic distance 
from the asset part. Being oblivious to employment measure, the planning decisions lead unavoidably to poor 
execution. Manual setup is required to setup the environment. Calibrating of the parameters administering the 
asset distribution. This procedure is repetitive; mistake inclined, and can't adjust effortlessly to changes in the 
workload synthesis and group design. In FCFS, substantial running occupations can postpone fundamentally 
little ones. In PS, each extra employment defers the finishing of all the others. As an outcome, the intuitiveness 
is hard to get. 
 

II. Proposed Method: 
 By considering the negativities of the existing system, our solution implements a size-based, preemptive 
programming discipline. The scheduler allocates [4] cluster resources such job size data is inferred whereas the 
task makes progress toward its completion. Programming decisions use the conception of virtual time and 
cluster resources are centered on jobs consistent with their priority, computed through aging. This ensures that 
neither small nor giant jobs suffer from starvation.  
 The result of our work materializes as a full-fledged scheduler implementation that integrates seamlessly in 
Hadoop named HFSP.Size based mostly programming in HFSP adopts the thought of giving priority to tiny jobs 
that they will not be bogged down by giant ones. The Shortest Remaining processing time (SRPT) [5] policy, 
that prioritizes jobs that require the smallest amount of work to complete, is that the one that minimizes the 
mean latency (or sojourn time), that's the time that passes between a job submission and its completion. We tend 
to Extend HFSP to pause jobs with Higher SRPT and allow alternative waiting jobs [6] in Queue supported 
FCFS. 
 
Architecture Diagram: 

 
Modules: 
 We implement  the proposed methodology through the Huge Collection of data is retrieved from open 
source datasets that are publicly available from major Application Providers like Amazon. Big Data Schemas 
were analyzed and a Working Rule of the Schema is determined. The CSV (Comma separated values) and TSV 
(Tab Separated Values) files are Stored in HDFS (Highly Distributed File System) and were read through 
Master and manipulated using Java API. 
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A. Running a Batch Job through FCFS: 
 A batch job is a backend job running in hadoop clusters and also called as long running jobs as it is 
scheduled to process bulk data so that the application would makes use of the results produced for updating. 
sample jobs are submitted to hadoop master and hadoop master will run the jobs based on a well known 
technique called First come first serve manner (FCFS).Parallel execution of job is done by hadoop cluster and 
the results are shown through a well known Framework called Map Reduce. The Mapper task is done first in 
slave nodes and reduce task will be done in Master to throw the output. 
 
B. Size based Scheduling on Concurrent jobs: 
 Here n number of jobs are submitted to the Hadoop Master and Master will schedule the jobs based on 
FCFS and PS in a hybrid way. The Capacity of cluster will be analyzed so as to share resources between 
concurrent jobs arriving to Master. A threshold will be maintained to balance load in slaves and Resource 
scheduling will not be done further if limit is reached. The Arriving jobs will put in queue until resource gets 
free in cluster. 
 
C. Extending HFSP for job mistreatment ie. Starvation: 
 As jobs may find long waiting time in queue, we extend our hybrid Approach which clubs FCFS and PS to 
put running jobs on hold for some time, if the particular job has high Shortest Remaining Processing Time 
(SRPT).Depending upon aging of the waiting jobs and SRPT the long running jobs may be put on hold and the 
waiting jobs which have high priority will be executed for a while and constant evaluated for SRPT for new jobs 
to arrive for execution. Our Proposed methodology shows high throughput in job completion. 
 
Experimental Results: 
 In this project we examine the scheduler by executing some batch jobs and evaluate the job completion time 
based on map reduce concept. And the result shows our HFSP scheduler completes the job faster when 
compared to the default scheduler. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Slave Job Completion. 

 
 
Fig. 2: Completed job in FCFS. 
 
Conclusion: 
 Hadoop is booming in hiding the details that runs within the background of the data processing, knowledge 
dividing to varied nodes, rescheduling the unsuccessful tasks and assimilation of the results after method 
completion. The native servers are concerned within the cloud computing technique. To implement the data 
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processing framework, Apache Hadoop is getting used. Google’s map reduce is employed to implement the 
same. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Map reduces for job completion. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Query based output. 
 
 We have materialized a brand new protocol which may utilize the resources within the cluster with utmost 
utility. The strategy is to use the SRPT to prioritize the jobs and extending HFSP to reduce the latency of 
neglecting of small jobs. We have a tendency to split the resource to separate one job at a time, to avoid the 
wastage of the resources within the cluster. 
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